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 Behavioral (empirical/experimental) view:
mediocre judgment; malleable preferences; impulsive,
myopic, trusting and vindictive; Heavily context
dependent!
    Implications:  inconsistent, ineffective; could
    benefit from some attention and help.

 The predominant view (Rational agent model):
well informed; stable preferences (mostly about tangibles);
controlled, self-interested (selfish), calculating

Implications:  people maximize; know what’s knowable,
     exploit opportunities; need no help from others, and no
     protection from themselves.



Milgram’s Obedience Studies

“Teachers” punish “learners’” (confederates’) errors with a
shock generator…



Voltage increased with each incorrect answer, from 15 volts
(“mild shock”), to 375 volts (“Danger: severe shock”), to 450
volts (“XXX”)

•  75, 90, 105 volts: grunts
•  150 volts: “Get me out of here!  I told you I had heart trouble.
   My heart’s starting to bother me now.  I refuse to go on!” …
•  270 volts: screams of agony …
•  330 volts: silence

Prods: “please continue”
 “the experiment requires
   that you continue”
 “it is absolutely essential
   that you continue”
 “you must go on”…





At what point will the “teacher” refuse to obey?

   Milgram asked psychiatrists, students, and other adults for
their predictions:

• everyone predicted disobedience
• average prediction: 135 volts
• no one predicted they would go beyond 300 volts
• psychiatrists predicted 1/1000 would go to 450 volts

Instead:

Every participant obeyed up to 300 volts!

65% went all the way to 450 volts!



The importance of construal and context in survey responses,
language, perception, judgments, decisions, social life…

   A trivial but profound fact:

       Decisions are not about objective states of the world,
       but about our mental representations of those states.

    The Power of the Situation

    The Tendency to Underestimate the Power of the Situation



Please estimate the average number of hours you watch
television per week:

 ____      ____      ____       ____       ____        ____
  1-4        5-8      9-12     13-16     17-20      More

                                                  than 20

How happy are you?
How many dates did you have last week?

Please estimate the average number of hours you watch
television per week:

____      ____      ____       ____      ____        ____
 1-2       3-4       5-6        7-8       9-10       More

                                than 10

X

X

     Correlation:
Happiness   Dates

                first         first

.12     .66



    “Accurate descriptions of human behavior?”:

Rhyming aphorisms     

Woes unite foes

What sobriety conceals, 
alcohol reveals 

When good cheer is lacking, 
friends will go packing

            

Non-Rhyming Aphorisms

Woes unite enemies

What sobriety conceals,
alcohol unmasks

When good cheer is lacking,
friends will go elsewhere

(p<.01;  McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 
              Psychological Science, 2000)

(Perceptual fluidity…)

>



Shallow processing and contextual features
A proportional matching heuristic with absurd consequences

The Department of Transportation is deciding between two different roadway
designs near a large American city.  These are associated with different types of
auto accidents, and, consequently, with different rates of serious injuries and minor
injuries.

A “serious injury” is one that.., and…includes broken bones or internal damage.

A “minor injury” is one that...includes bruises, sprains, or lacerations.

In the blank below, please enter the number of minor injuries that would make
Design A and Design B equally good, all things considered.

 (Frederick & Shafir, 2006)

  26.3

 1923

                  (2.5:1)

             (81:1)

     38        (5.5:1)

2044    (111:1)

Boston Fed Meet

   34        (4.5:1)

2009     (102:1)

Major ThinkTankMasters in Policy
Design A:  Serious Injuries = 15    Minor Injuries = 16
Design B:  Serious Injuries = 11    Minor Injuries = ___

Design A:  Serious Injuries = 15    Minor Injuries = 1600
Design B:  Serious Injuries = 11    Minor Injuries =  ___



Suppose you were considering two jobs, which are similar, and both pay
$130,000 a year.  They differ, however, in the number of paid vacation days
provided each year, and the size of the Christmas bonus offered. Please complete
the missing score so that the two jobs are equally attractive to you.

     Vacation   Christmas
                     days            bonus
   Job A:        20              $1300
   Job B:        16              $_____

     …and both offer a
$1300 Christmas bonus.  They differ, however, in the number of paid vacation
days provided each year, and the annual salary.

       Vacation        Annual
                      days             salary
   Job A:        20            $130,000
   Job B:        16            $_______

Mid-level entrepreneurs

($242/day)

($3617/day)$144,467

 $2269 



The role of context: contrast effects



             Gift package A       Gift package B

      Cash           ____        $20

Coupons $32    $18

              (Slovic, 1975)

Conflict in context
and Choosing When Indifferent…

$10?



The result is that peculiar feeling of inward unrest
known as indecision.  Fortunately it is too familiar to
need description, for to describe it would be impossible.
As long as it lasts, with the various objects before the
attention, we are said to deliberate; and when finally the
original suggestion either prevails and makes the
movement take place, or gets definitively quenched by
its antagonists, we are said to decide...in favor of one or
the other course.  The reinforcing and inhibiting ideas
meanwhile are termed the reasons or motives by which
the decision is brought about.

    William James (1890/1981)



Conflict:   Dominance:

  x)  65% chance to win $15    x)  65% chance to win $15
  y)  30% chance to win $35        x’)  65% chance to win $14

  
Percentage paying for an additional alternative?:

       30%

An important contextual factor:
Decisional Conflict

      55%

(Tversky & Shafir, 1992)



   Conflict and the status quo

Students agree to fill out a questionnaire for $1.50.

Then:   Offered choice of metal zebra pen (or the $1.50)
or

          Offered choice of metal zebra pen OR two plastic pilot pens (or $1.50)

 

25% = P( $ > Zebra )  <  P( $ > Zebra, Pilot ) = 53%

Tversky & Shafir, 1992



   Conflict and the status quo

Shoppers in upscale grocery store encounter tasting booths for
jams:

     6 jams:  (40% stopped); 30% bought
        vs.
  24 jams:  (60% stopped);   3% bought

(Iyenger & Lepper, 2000; B. Schwarz, 2000)

401(k) options:   For every 10-option increase, individuals’ 
     participation probability declines by ~ 2%

                    (Iyengar & Jiang, 2005)

On the proliferation of options



Generic and Brand$0 - $250 $104.89X0.740.77Masterpiece Rx ChoiceUniversal Health Care, Inc.43

No gap coverage$4 - $420 $68.17X0.950.97Prescription Pathway Platinum Plan Reg 11Marquette National Life Insurance Company42

Generic and Brand$0 - $600 $61.70X0.950.97Humana PDP Complete S5884-039Humana Inc.41

No gap coverage$8 - $60100 $59.15X0.890.95SilverScript PlusSilverScript40

Generic Only$2 - $400 $57.85X0.940.97Aetna Medicare Rx PremierAetna Medicare39

Generic Only$5 - $30100 $57.71X0.940.97BlueScript for Medicare Part D Option 2Blue Cross  and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.38

No gap coverage$10 - $25100 $55.50X0.890.95Sterling Prescription Drug PlanSterling Prescription Drug Plan37

No gap coverage$4 - $290 $51.60X0.850.89Prescription Pathway Gold Plan Reg 11Marquette National Life Insurance Company36

No gap coverage$5 - $280 $51.54X0.850.89Prescription Pathway Gold Plan Reg 11Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company35

No gap coverage25%250 $48.440.880.89AHC Prescription Drug PlanAmerica's  Health Choice34

Generic Only$5 - $500 $48.20X0.960.99CIGNATURE Rx Complete PlanCIGNA HealthCare33

No gap coverage$0 - $250 $45.99X0.740.77Masterpiece RxUniversal Health Care, Inc.32

No gap coverage$5 - $30100 $45.89X0.940.97BlueScript for Medicare Part D Option 1Blue Cross  and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.31

Generic Only$10 - $600 $45.18X0.950.96Medicare RX Rewards PremierUnicare30

No gap coverage$4 - $50100 $43.520.870.90Community Care Rx GOLDMEMBERHEALTH29

No gap coverage$0 - $600 $42.54X0.950.98AdvantraRx Premier PlusCoventry AdvantraRx28

Generic Only$7 - $350 $42.37X0.790.85Aetna Medicare Rx PlusAetna Medicare27

No gap coverage$0 - $600 $41.41X0.780.84WellCare PremierWellCare26

No gap coverage$4 - $29250 $40.37X0.850.89Prescription Pathway Silver Plan Reg 11Marquette National Life Insurance Company25

No gap coverage$5 - $28250 $40.29X0.850.89Prescription Pathway Silver Plan Reg11Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company24

No gap coverage$5 - $500 $39.99X0.960.99CIGNATURE Rx Plus PlanCIGNA HealthCare23

No gap coverage$4 - $40250 $39.610.870.90Community Care Rx CHOICEMEMBERHEALTH22

No gap coverage$0 - $500 $38.44X0.790.84WellCare CompleteWellCare21

Generic Only$7.50 - $52.600 $36.60X0.730.77PacifiCare Comprehensive PlanPacifiCare Life and Health Insurance Company20

No gap coverage$4 - $40250 $34.86X0.960.99CIGNATURE Rx Value PlanCIGNA HealthCare19

No gap coverage$10 - $300 $33.87X0.850.88Medicare RX Rewards PlusUnicare18

No gap coverage$9 - $600 $33.43X0.90.94UA Medicare Part D Prescription Drug CovUnited American Insurance Company17

No gap coverage$7.50 - $64.950 $32.35X0.820.86PacifiCare Select PlanPacifiCare Life and Health Insurance Company16

No gap coverage$5 - $25250 $31.91X0.790.85Aetna Medicare Rx EssentialsAetna Medicare15

No gap coverage$4 - $17250 $31.81X0.90.94YOURx PLANMedco Health Solutions , Inc.14

No gap coverage0250 $31.530.870.90Community Care Rx BASICMEMBERHEALTH13

No gap coverage25%250 $30.94X0.850.89Prescription Pathway Bronze Plan Reg 11Pennsylvania Life Insurance Company12

No gap coverage9250 $30.59X0.840.90SilverScriptSilverScript11

No gap coverage$5 - $540 $30.04X0.950.98AdvantraRx PremierCoventry AdvantraRx10

No gap coverage$10 - $530 $29.33X0.950.97United Medicare MedAdvanceUnited Healthcare9

No gap coverage$5 - $560 $26.68X0.950.97AARP MedicareRx PlanUnited Healthcare8

No gap coverage$5 - $25250 $26.23X0.850.88Medicare RX RewardsUnicare7

No gap coverage25%250 $22.580.840.88AmeriHealth Advantage Rx Option lQcc d/b/a AmeriHealth Advantage Rx6

No gap coverage$0 - $600 $20.12X0.950.97Humana PDP Enhanced S5884-010Humana Inc.5

No gap coverage$12 - $380 $19.66X0.770.74AdvantraRx ValueCoventry AdvantraRx4

No gap coverage$7.50 - $52.300 $19.02X0.730.77PacifiCare Saver PlanPacifiCare Life and Health Insurance Company3

No gap coverage$0 - $660 $18.70X0.810.87WellCare SignatureWellCare2

No gap coverage25%250 $10.35X0.950.97Humana PDP Standard S5884-069Humana Inc.1

Gap CoverageCost SharingAnnual DeductibleMonthly Drug PremiumMail
Order

% Top 200 Drugs
Covered

% Top 100 Drugs
Covered

Plan NameCompany Name (Cobrand Name)Row

43 different plans
Monthly premiums: $10.35 to $104.89
Deductibles: 0 - $250
Etc., etc…



Patients are scheduled for carotid endarterectomy, but OR slots are
taken by emergency cases (more won’t be available for 2 weeks).
Who has higher priority?

Patient M.S. is a 52 year old  [employed journalist with TIA’s 
     experienced as transient aphasia…]

Patient A.R. is a 72 year old  [retired policeman with TIA’s experienced 
    as left hand paralysis…]

If asked for your opinion, on which patient would you operate first?

        2 patients:       Patient M.S.
          Patient A.R.    38%

                  

         (Redelmeier & Shafir, JAMA, 1995)

58%

Patient P.K. is a 55 year old    [employed bartender with TIA’s 
         experienced as transient monocular blindness…]

3 patients: Patient M.S.
   Patient P.K.
  Patient A.R.    



The Power of Defaults 

Johnson & Goldstein, Science, 2003







Imagine that you serve on the jury of an only-child sole-custody case following a
relatively messy divorce..., and you decide to base your decision entirely on the
following few observations.  [To which parent would you award sole-custody of the
child? / Which parent would you deny sole-custody of the child?]

 Award         Deny
Parent A: 

 average income
average health
average working hours
reasonable rapport with the child
relatively stable social life

Parent B: 
above-average income   64%
very close relationship with the child
extremely active social life
lots of work-related travel  
minor health problems

                            (N=170, p<.02)

55%

45%

The weighting of dimensions
Heavily depends on where attention is directed…

36%



         Evaluability

(Hsee, 1996)

(Hsee, Loewenstein, Blount, Bazerman, 1999)

Largest amount willing to pay when evaluated in
isolation:

A › B

Largest amount willing to pay when evaluated jointly:
B › A

Weights in direct comparisons versus separate evaluations

 Music Dictionary A:
10,000 entries
Condition is like new

Music Dictionary B:
20,000 entries
Cover is torn

 Music Dictionary A:
10,000 entries
Condition is like new

Music Dictionary B:
20,000 entries
Cover is torn



    Empathy Empathy  (versus principles)
Issue M:
Problem:   Several Australian mammal species are 
              nearly wiped out by hunters.
Intervention:   Contribute to a fund to provide safe 

            breeding area for these species.
Issue W:
Problem:   Skin cancer from sun exposure is common 
             among farm workers.
Intervention:   Support free medical checkups for 

            threatened groups.

        Largest amount willing to contribute?
        M > W

        Which alternative would rather support?
        W > M

  (Kahneman, & Ritov, 1994)



Highly experienced nurses (N=171) affiliated with kidney dialysis centers in Toronto:

Simple Version:
Suppose that a 68 year old relative of yours needed a kidney as a result of
renal failure.  Suppose that you were a suitable match.  Would you donate?

           44% willing to donate      

Search Version:
…  Suppose that it was not known whether you were a suitable match.  You could
be tested to determine if you are suitable.  Would you choose to be tested?

 69% willing to test
If.. willing to be tested, suppose.. had undergone the test … showed that you were
a suitable match.  Would you donate?

       93% willing to donate

(p<.007;  Redelmeier, Shafir, & Aujla, 2001)

Total:   65% willing to donate

Search for information can increase its weight…
(Princeton Admissions study; Nurses’ decisions..)



In what follows:  Options, procedure, and description are all
maintained intact.  Alter the decision maker’s salient ‘sense of self’…

Alternating ‘identities’

Scholar versus Socialite:  Percent Princeton U. students choosing 
stereotypically “scholar” option, as function of salient identity:

The Economist vs. Cosmopolitan  

The Wall Street Journal vs. USA Today

 Scholar:  50%       Socialite:  38%          (p<.01)

Chinese-Americans:  Percent of Chinese-American parents choosing
the stereotypically American option, as function of salient identity

Uniquely-colored car      
Special dish at restaurant         
Non-cooperation in Prisoner’s Dilemma  

American:  53%     Chinese:  40%          (p<.01)



Roommate 1
Quiet
Clean
Bad music taste
Late paying bills
Long showers

Roommate 2
Loud
Messy
Great CD collection
Pays bills on time
Never showers

Memory…

People mistakenly attribute positive features to the
option they chose!

(Pos attributed to C + Neg attributed to UC) - (Pos
attributed to UC + Neg attributed to C)



Another contextual aspect: “automatic” cognitive and affective
processes with no introspective access or control…

•   Mere exposure (attractiveness, truth value,..)
Messages that don’t appear intended to persuade are more effective
When distracted we are more susceptible to persuasion

·   Detect response, misattribute
    stimulus… (bridge, muscles,
    aging..)

•  Stereotypes  (priming..)



What’s Psychology Worth?: A Field Experiment in the Consumer
 Credit Market (Bertrand, Karlan, Mullainathan, Shafir, Zinman)

South African lender  (Experienced people, 
real & substantial payoffs, etc.)
- Customers receive a letter offering loan
- Randomized interest rates

       3.25%-11.75% (monthly)

Behavioral (“Marketing”) Manipulations
Added (randomized; among others):

- # of loan options shown
- subtle peripheral cues; photos

 - promotion
 - Reminders, suggestions

    …

Some results:

  1 vs. 4 examples: ~ 2.3 percent. points

  For males: female picture = ~ 4.5 points

  (Unwanted) promotion = ~ 4 points



 •  Decisional conflict
search for compelling arguments
delay decision, maintain SQ, prefer low-conflict options

 •  Shifting weights
choose / reject / search for information
separate / comparative evaluation

 •  Alternate self conceptions
professional, national, social, economic

 •  Various choice heuristics; subliminal processes

Note:  Preference inconsistency in these studies is the outcome
not of distracted shortcuts or confusion, but of fundamental
aspects of mental life, central to how people process information.

Some of the contextually triggered aspects of mental life 
that contribute to preference inconsistency:



Not having at their disposal a clear and reliable procedure for
assigning subjective values to options, people construct (not
merely “reveal”) their preferences in the context of decision.

The attractiveness of options depends, among other things, on:

  The nature of other options in the set  (e.g., high/low conflict)
  The nature of the task  (e.g., pricing/choice, choice/rejection)
  The context of evaluation  (e.g., independent or comparative)
  The person’s state  (e.g., mood, self)
  The automatic / subliminal processes that context triggers

Preference inconsistency that emerges from these “irrelevant”
contextual factors is the outcomes not of distracted shortcuts or
confusion, but of fundamental aspects of mental life, central to
how people process information.



“We consumers are not expected to be wizards. We may
make most of our decisions unconsciously or just out of habit.
What is assumed is that consumers are fairly consistent in
their tastes and actions – that they do not flail around in
unpredictable ways, making themselves miserable by
persistent errors of judgment or enough arithmetic.  If people
act consistently, avoiding erratic changes in buying behavior,
our scientific theory will provide a tolerable approximation to
the facts.”

                  Samuelson & Nordhaus, Economics, 14th

edit., 1992  (emphasis in original)

 In fact, according to what we have just reviewed:  Not flailing
around unpredictably.
Rather: systematic and predictable experiences inherent to
people’s mental life!

Thus, may help to think of individual decision makers not as faulty
economic agents, but as fundamentally different creatures…
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